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Digital is  a serious  bus iness  for Burberry

 
By Ana Andjelic

The fashion week month is in full swing. New York Fashion Week just ended, London just kicked off, and Milan,
Paris and others are around the corner.

At the ongoing London Fashion Week, which started on Sept. 16 with a posh reception at 10 Downing Street, there
will be 83 designers and 5,000 guests from 58 countries.

Many more will watch runway shows streamed online, devour Instagram images, follow Instagram and Snapchat
stories in real-time, buy runway stuff immediately online and follow the happenings on Twitter.

Hash braun

If the past couple of fashion weeks are any indication, the Internet is about to go crazy.

In 2015, #NYFW was used a whooping 31.6 million times.

Last February, there were 113,348 images tagged #LFW on Instagram.

A week ago, Rihanna's #FentyXPuma hashtag alone enjoyed a 35,000 mentions spike after her runway show.

Snapchat numbers are always hard to come by, but this platform's 10-billion daily video views were impressive
enough for Cond Nast and Hearst to launch their dedicated their Snapchat Discover channels.

Most designers are expected to show their SS17 collections. Some of them do that secretly and in private for a few
selected guests.

Others focus on their AW16 collections, instead opting for in-season relevancy.

Yet others create massive marketing spectacles, such as Tommy Hilfiger's 40-foot Ferris wheel.

Burberry, ever a trailblazer, will debut simultaneous womenswear and menswear collections, both of which will be
instantly available in-stores and online.
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This will very likely go down as the year of the Great Fashion Week transformation. It will also go down as the year
of tentative experimentation and cautious creativity, both in the formats of runway shows, business models and
marketing actions.

At an uncertain time where everyone in fashion keeps a watchful eye on what others doing, here are the three things
that stand out.

Direct-to-consumer. Also known as see-now buy-now, this model is fashion industry's uneasy response to the
ubiquitous on-demand economy heralded by Uber.

Across the board, consumers expect seamlessness, convenience and immediacy, and fashion turned out to be no
different.

Rebecca Minkoff, Burberry and Mischa Nonoo were among first to transform their operations to adapt to the new
rhythms of consumer demand.

In the process, they also successfully broke up with traditional fashion media and marketing.

A press release and a Vogue spread simply do not cut it anymore. Successful runway promotions revolve around
Tidal and Apple Music partnerships, hashtag programs, micro-actions such as Instagram and Snapchat Stories, live
social media campaigns and shoppable content.

Mass access. While Paris, Milan and London still nurture the cult of exclusivity around the fashion week, NYFW has
opened its doors to fashion fans as well a trend that is likely going to spread around the globe.

From Givenchy's celebration last year of love-themed mass event to Kanye West's Madison Square Garden album-
release-cum-fashion-show to Opening Ceremony's aptly titled "Pageant of the People," New York is showing what
runway is going to look like once it loses its role as a buyers-and-press affair.

In the ultimate digital-meets-physical extravaganza scenario, Tommy Hilfiger mixed his Tommy x Gigi outdoor
festivities at South Street Seaport in downtown Manhattan with on-site digital touchscreen shopping walls for those
rushing to buy the just-seen looks and with the Facebook Messenger chatbot.

#livestream. If you do not happen to have a thing for the front row or any row for that matter you can still instantly
watch new collections in any number of ways.

Instagram influencers' photos, outdoor live streaming and virtual reality are all at hand.

Facebook Live is Vogue's favorite as is Snapchat Discover, launched just in time for the fashion week season.

Sweet is Hearst's bid for relevancy among the young fashion crowd. These days, it seems to be harder to hide from
a fashion week than to see it.

In a situation where there is a serious danger of over-saturation, smart brands should use live streaming to enhance
their narrative, not to spam their followers.

Just as the entertainer exclusively released his latest album on Jay Z-owned Tidal, Kanye West exclusively streamed
his Randall island-situated fashion show there.

In the extension of its  iTunes liaison, Burberry continues its partnership with Apple TV, which is likely to evolve into
some form of real-time retail model as this brand's runway items become instantly available for purchase at the
current LFW.

THE COMMON THEME of fashion weeks this year is creating a close connection between consumers, brand
narratives and products.



 

Smart brands are using their fashion shows to design experiences that seamlessly tie in storytelling with retail,
delivered by technology and driven by modern fashion consumers' expectations. This is not likely to change.

Ana Andjelic is senior vice president and global strategy director at Havas LuxHub, New York. Reach her at
ana.andjelic@havasluxhub.com.
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